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Belonging, Believing, Becoming.
‘To grow a diverse and creative educational community, where we encourage
belonging and nurture believing; together becoming fulfilled and responsible
members of God’s world.’
Address: St Elisabeth’s Way, Reddish, Stockport. SK5 6BL.
Tel: 0161 432 5785
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Dear Parents/Carers,
What a great week in the sun!
The children have participated in many exciting activities this week – please
read the following pages for an insight into some of the lovely things they
have been doing.
‘Peace Day’ was a huge success and we raised £82.50 for the Ukraine so
thank you very much for your support.
I hope you all have a lovely weekend.
Take care.

Kind regards

Mrs Burrows

+

Nursery

We have been really enjoying exploring and experimenting with sand, water and
large construction materials this week. The children have not only followed
their own interests but have worked collaboratively in small groups to solve
problems and extend the narrative of their role play. It is always exciting to
see the children grow in confidence and work together as a ‘team’!
Key Stage 1

Reception:

Year 1 and 2 have been very busy. We
enjoyed ‘Peace day’ last Friday and
completed some activities all about
peace. In Maths, we have been busy
learning all about number. We have

Reception have been busy this week
learning about different mini beast
habitats. Reception went out into the
forest area and tried to find where
minibeasts were hidden. We managed
to find some worms and sang some
nursery rhymes to the worm!

done lots of counting backwards,
learning times tables and partitioning
numbers into tens and ones. Year two
have been partitioning numbers into
hundreds, tens and ones and in
different ways. We have also enjoyed
finding fact families. The staff in KS1
would like to say a huge well done to all
the Year 1 children for completing
their Phonic Screening Check!

Eco-Schools
A big thank you and well done to 3
children in our School who gave up their
time to look after the local area.
Sam in Year 5LC, Harry in Year 4B and
Libby in Reception decided to clean up
their alleyway. They collected a full bin
bag of rubbish and another bin bag full
of weeds.
Well done for your contribution in looking
after our World.

UKS2
Last Friday, all of the children enjoyed completing activities for Peace Day. In
Year 5/6M, the children looked at the symbols of peace and discussed why and
how they had been created. The children then created symbols of their own
and placed them onto card so they could be hung on a peace tree.

The children in LKS2 had an artistic welcome back to school last week. The first two
days back were filled with art, looking at Steven Brown’s McCoo family and then
sketching their own design. They then printed animal foot prints around the material to
create a border. With their animal sketch drawn in the middle of the material, they
then used bright fabric paints to colour in their animal in the style of Steven Brown.
We are all fans of the work by Steven Brown.
Print the border

Paint in the style
of Steven Brown

Sketch the design

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Deacon

Maeson
Noah

Ebony

Bella

Good
Behaviour
Leo

Reader of
the week
Ava

RD

Steven

Sonny Brian

RB

Willow

Anjolao

Evie

Fantastic story writing!

Y1

Lucy

Kendall

Harper

For writing a brilliant
setting description!

Jamie

Emily

Ayeza

For really improving her
handwriting.

Y2

Jackson

Emmy

Alfie C

Y3

Daisy

Theo

Loveanne

For working hard and
concentrating on his
learning this week
For excellent English
city map skills!

Y3/4

Oscar

Layla

Hayyan

Y4

Indi

Reece

Ella

Y5

Chaos

Tyler G

Oliver

For a superb sports
report.

Y5/6

Corbin

Rhys

Faith

Lilly

Aroush

Sacha

For an amazing ‘hot
write’ about a volcano
turtle.
For excellent work on his
UK project.

NURSERY

Y1/2

Y6

Top Learner
Iyla

Emma

For great ideas when we
discovered the ‘Water
Cycle’
For trying hard with her
sentence structure.

For his brilliant
contribution and work in
class relating to money
For showing excellent
understanding in Maths.

